THE IDEA OF KNO\ryLEDGE IN EAST SYRIAN MYSTICISM

Serafim Seppälä

One of the most creative epochs in the history of Syriac literature is unquestionab-

ly the heyday of East Syrian mysticism in the 7th and 8th centuries. The most
central topic and inspiring force in these writings is, in my opinion, mystical
experience, in the widest sense of the term. In my previous study (Seppälä 2003) I
noticed how the East Syrian mystics refer to a mystical, perhaps ecstatic, experiencel as a source of "knowledge" (lddta). The concept usually indicates some

kind of mystical knowledge, an oriental version of Christian gnosrs.
In the following i aim to outline some general answers to the following questions: What does the concept of knowledge mean in a mystical context? How is
this (mystical) knowledge characterised by East Synan mystics? How does it
relate to the ecstatic mystical experience?

It is to be noted that, in the following, the concept of "ecstasy" is to be understood not only as a mystical experience in a general sense but rather as a more extraordinary "peak experience" with some rather exceptional emotional qualities.2
More precise definitions cannot be considered very functional, due to the nature
of both the phenomenon itself as an obscure mental process and the indistinct

literary sources describing it.
This article is based on a systematic analysis of the published texts of the 7th
and 8th century East Syrian mystics Isaac of Nineveh, Simeon the Graceful,
Sahdona, John of Dalyatha and JosepMAbdiÉo'Hazzaya.3 Their texts, in spite of

I

For my approach to the d€finition ofthese concepts, see Seppälä 2003: 50-52.

2

For concrete examples ofthe most unusual ecstatic experiences, see Seppälä 2003: 15G-156.
These justify the use of the term "ecstasy" instead of the lite¡al "wonder" îor temhd and
tahrã.

3

The editions and translations oflsaac are the following: Bedjan 1909; Brock 1995; Wensinck
1923. The texts ofJohn ofDalyatha are published in Beulay 1978. The corpus ofSahdona
(Martyrius) are published in Sahdona 1960; 1961; 1965a;1965b. The rest ofmy sources are
to be found in Mingana 1934.
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their original character, are seldom discussed in scholarly works and have not
received the attention they deserve.

l. THE

CONCEPT OF (MYSTTCAL) KNOWLEDGE

In their use of the concept of knowledge, the East Syrian mystics almost invariablya refer to something quite unlike to the way in which the concept of knowledge
is comprehended in Post-cartesian western thought. The latter, to use an Aristotelian division, is quantitative by nature and emphasises the criteria of veriñcation.
To put it briefly, the present western understanding of knowledge deals with the
contents ofknowing, and the discussion on knowledge concentrates on question-

ing its basis and premises.
As for the East Syrian mystics' concept of knowledge,
Let no one think about reaching Knowledge (Idóta)by diligent inner working (þuÍãta)
and human thinking (renyo), for this happens by spiritual operation so that he to whom
the revelation is imparted, at that time is not aware of any psychic thoryht (huisaba
nafianayõ) nor ofthose things which are perceivable by the senses. (Isaac ofNineveh)s

"Knowledge" here is charismatic by its origins and mystical by nature. It obviously refers to somewhere above or beyond the ordinary contents and ways of knowing. In Aristotelian terms, it evidently is qualitative.
According to St. Isaac, each one has his own measure of knowledge, on
which his spiritual life is dependent. one may sense the presence of God only
according to the measure of his knowledge.6 In this way knowledge functions as
an umbrella concept under which one's inner development takes place.
what is the essence of the knowledge described by st. Isaac? The essential

meaning of the concept could be defined with two basic meanings both derived
from the same basic idea and aim - the ultimate Truth. This is a concept which
refers, on one hand, to its content or object (the uncreated eternal essence, i.e.
God, as He is known in His qualities) and, on the other, to the nature of the pro-

4

Fo. St. Isaac's exposition on the concept of"knowledge" in its standard "western" meaning,
see homily 51 in Bedjan 1909:36V362. As an example of the use of rda.tã in its nonmystical sense, we Íray note here one interesting remark made by St. Isaac, who states that
ordinary knowledge leads one to fear (Bedjan 1909: 362)

-

the kind of remark that would be

totally out of place in modern epistemological discussion. Isaac here makes an existential
move: He extends the paradigm of empirical knowledge by corurecting it with existential
reality. The idea behind his remark is that knowledge as mere mastery of "cold facts" leaves
the subject of knowledge alone and in some sense makes him/trer subordinate in relation to
existential reality, unable to see and realise higher dimensions ofcreation such as its beauty.

5
6

This subo¡dination is called fear by Isaac, alienation by existentialists.
Bed¡un 1909: 155; cf. Wensinck 1923:105.
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e.g. Brock 1995:30:2-3.
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of knowing. All the various fuilher meanings of knowledge in the mystical

sense are derived from these two basic usages.

)
Knowledee of God

)

Knowledse of creatior

Knowledee of God's actions

v
Knowledse of the Ultimate Trutl

\¡
The true wav of knowinp

)

Knowins as oarticioatìor

)

"Knowing" as "knower'

"Ultimate truth", however, is by definition something absolute and non-definable.
Consequently, the constituents ofthis knowledge cannot be controlled as objects
of knowing but rather approached, perhaps in some sense participated, in the
process of knowing. For this reason, îddñ iî mystics' texts often refers to a way

of knowing and hence may be translated as "understanding".
This means that the knowledge discussed by mystics is in fact no knowledge
at all in the modern epistemological sense, for it may be without any discursive
content. This knowledge is essentially wordless by nature, which means that it is
not dependent on any ofits particular verbal expressions. This is the reason for the
haditional mystics' claim that knowledge cannot be reached by merely reading
descriptions of it.
Since the author of this article, however, is at this very moment treating such
knowledge with verbal descriptions, we face the question: How does the genuine
mystical knowledge differ from the discursive knowledge of mystical knowledge
based on and derived from descriptions

ofit?

The answer in fact may be seen from the complex form of the question: the
former is more immediate, the latter more reflexive and constituted. In other
words, the way of knowing is different. Mystical knowledge is more internalised
and personal and achieved in a realising, inspired, almost inventive way. ln this
sense it is an active and a creative way of producing knowledge, not only passive
reception. To use an analogy, mystical knowledge is like an improvising musician, discursive knowledge of mystical knowledge being like the one playing from
a score. For an outsider the outcome may appear cognate or even identical in each
case.
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CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSEQUENCES OF
(MYSTTCAL) KNOWLEDGE

Each of the various readings of Id6ta in its mystical contexts can be understood
in
the light of either of the two above-mentioned possibilities, i.e. actual knowledge
of the ultimate reality and truthful way of knowing.

Firstly, there are cases where lddtã is categorically defined as spiritual
knowledge, which concerns the ultimate realities and is explicitly differentiated
from the ordinary "psychic" knowledge, sometimes even by contrasting these
with each other. This knowledge ultimately deals with God, even though the
mystics quite seldom discuss explicitly the "knowledge of God": They rather refer
to the various ways of His activity, thus making their discourse more relative and
unassuming. For example, the perfection of knowledge, according to St. Isaac's

definition, is "knowledge of anything conceming God" (lddra f-kul t-,al
allãhd).] ln other words, the object or content of this knowledge is not God as He
is in His essence but God as He is manifested in His creative, sustaining, renewing, protective and other actions. The character ofthis knowledge is described as
pure, non-composite and not created by the subject's psychological mechanisms.

"Spiritual knowledge

is

simple, and

it

does not radiate through psychic

thoughts."S

secondly, lddtã may refer to the process of knowing with no allusion to its
contents. In some cases ld6ta is even used as a kind of cognitive subject. Here the
most accurate translation is "understanding", when it applies to the way of know-

ing, or even "consciousness", in the most extreme cases. The following samples
are from St. Isaac:
... they
because

are like people who have approached freedom in their understanding (tddta),
of(their) readiness of will to please thei¡ [,ord.9

.. . the person whose understandiîg (lddñ) is not darkened by contempt, as
he travels
in perfection (accompanied) by all kinds ofvirh¡o-u^s conduct, (his) conscience does not
consent to rest or to be quiet from this movement. I0

Their consciousness (tda<thõn) is constantly swallowed by various visions
divine revelations.l

I

7

Bedjan 1909: 160; cf. Wensinck 1923: 108.

8

Bedjan 1909: 527; cf. Wensincklg23:354.

9

Brock 1995:31:6.

l0

ll

Brock 1995:20:4.
Bedjan 1909: 371; cf. Wensinck l9Z3:249.
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A wider epistemological context and a systematic presentation for the concept of
knowledge is provided in the writings of Simeon the Graceful, an author influenced by Evagrius, Pseudo-Dionysios and Neo-Platonism. Simeon outlines a kind of

mystical epistemology by differentiating sixl2 or seven modes
Their modes and main features may be summarised as follows:

l.

of

knowledge.

First natural knowledge
Rational character: acquired by scientific investigation
(a) Natural knowledge (ldacta k"yãnãyta)
-Implanted in human nature
- Illuminated by good things
(b) Unnatural knowledge (ldø1ø dal-bar men kuyana)
- Inclination towards evil

- Entangles one with passions
2. Second natural knowledge
Object: moral and ethical good
3. Intelligible knowledge

Object: spiritual dimension of the physical beings
4. Spiritual knowledge, contemplation (theoria)
Object: spiritual powers, angelic activity
5. Knowledge of the world to come
Object: the Divine Nature, the three Divine Persons
6. Supernatural knowledge (lda'ta dal:al men k*yønã) or "no-knowledge"
No object. Loss of identity. Merging in the divine grace and
knowledge.
The most important idea behind the scheme is that the character of knowing varies

according to the thing known. Angels cannot be known in the same way as moral
truths, not to mention physical objects. The vocabularies of most, if not all,
languages lead one astray by calling all these divergent modes of knowing by the
same name. In Simeon's system the latter two thirds of the ways of knowing seem

to belong

-

in some sense

-

to the sphere of mystical experience.

The idea of knowledge, as it is generally used, ultimately comprises all
things, due to the obvious fact that any thing can be "known". One remarkable
aspect in Simeon's classification is its emphasis on the ethic-mystical aspects of
knowing, empirical knowledge being of lesser interest - probably seen as something self-evident. The criterion of Simeon's differentiation is the functionality of
knowing in the ascetic process of illumination, i.e. the purification of various parts
of the mind. This results in an important principle: there is no secret knowledge

12

Enumeration according to Mingana 1934: 2
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without freedom from sin.l3 It seems that in simeon's thought the functions and
aims of knowing ultimately are no different Íiom the function and aims of life
itself.
Simeon's classification, however, is in essence an abstraction, a theoretical
exercise on the possible contents of knowing. In the contextual analysis of the
actual textual material, the contents of (mystical) knowledge seem to be structured
in quite another way, or at least with different emphases. For example, angels and

their activity are seldom mentioned in the mystics' discourse. Instead, the texts
deal mainly with levels 2-3 in the scheme above.
The most interesting, and perhaps unexpected, aspect in the mystics,
discourse is that the texts emphasise the transþrming effects of (mystical) knowledge and even indicate a certain creative aspect in the process of knowing. This
is due to the fact that a mystical-ecstatic experience opens the way to see the

world from a new perspective. It enables one to "see in his mind spiritually all the
visible things which are seen by others materially" (simeon the Gracefur).ìa ln
other words, an illuminated mystic has a pure perspective, an undefiled pure way
of viewing. He may view mystically (kasya'fl inside his mind

All

the present creation and the worlds that have passed or a¡e still standing, the
years of the world with all the events that occurred in it, and the men with their
wealth and their power, the revelations (gelyùnë) of the benefits (raårã) which were
bestowed on the judgements of the Fathers, and the retributive judgements that
have taken place generation a.fter generation, together with the changes that the
things ofthe creation undergo.l)

when the illuminated one, according to Simeon the Graceful, sees a plant, he does
not look at it as a product as an farmer does, nor as medicinal roots like a physician, but instead he pays attention to the spiritual dimension (keyane f -ruh) of the
plants, and to the "secret power that is hidden in everything and works in everything".t6 This power is identified with Divine Providence (b"ttlutq d-alldha),|7
which works secretly in everything beyond the physical dimension. Moreover, the

mind of man will be able to see "incorporeal beings who are above, and to look,
through its own theory and in an immatenal way, at their hierarchies, their ranks,

l3

A proper term for this might be ascetic pragmatism. According to C. S. Pei¡ce (1839-1914),
the father ofphilosophical pragmatisnr, the meaning ofabstract and intellectual concepts is
exhausted by the effects they exert, or are able to exert, on human experience and actions.

t4
l5
l6

Mingana 1934/Simon, 165b, p. 285 (tr.14).
Mìngana 1934/Simon, l65b-166a, p.285 (tr. 14).

!r-<-uirh:, ¡C \.- :ufrlro \"r

¡(çq3x

r<-!È ¡(L^ hol

Mingana 1934/Simon, 166a, p. 285 (tr. l4).

l7

r(cnlr(r r(hoJ-\:

Mingana 1934/Simon, 166a,p.285 (tr. 14-15).
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their faculties, and the unspeakable modulations of their glorifications, and to
imitate them by the help of God in the measure of its power."l8
Through the illumination provided by the mystical experience, one's cognition may attain the dimension beyond the phenomenal existence. This means that
a deeper understanding ofthe whole creation is reached through knowledge ofthe
ultimate uncreated truth (God), as illustrated in the scheme above. It is important
to realise, however, that the inner dimension in question is not a separate ontological entity disconnected from the corporeal world. On the contrary, it is present
with each particular object in categories of both time and place. Consequently, the

knowledge of inner reality goes together with the knowledge of outer phenomena
and illuminates the causality between the two.
The apprehension of this in¡rer dimension of reality also means that one
attains a certain understanding of causal relations under the phenomenal surface:
How do the empirical and/or inner phenomena effect, and are related to, each
other. This is an elementary aspect of the process in which one approaches the
apprehension of the world as totality - the perspective of God. In this way

purification consists not only

of

ethical and moral improvement but also of
enlightenment in one's world-view. The mystic during his process of illumination
realises how the inner nature of purification is deeply related to totality. And vice
versa, sin is understood by the mystics as a dividing and dispersing force. All this
is expressed illustratively by St. Isaac. "And then he may behold the whole world
('dlma kul kulleh) because of the great delight of the activity (cenyõnd) by which
the intellect (mad'd) is led out in drunken fashion (rawyd'lt) ..."te
In other words, mystical illumination is not only an emotional incident but
has a cognitive dimension as well. St. Isaac tells how the ascetic struggle in
solitude slowly enables one to experience sudden outbursts of joy which every
now and then capture the soul; during these "your eyes are opened to see God's
creative power and the beauty of the creatures, in accordance with the amount of
your purity."2o

Nowadays "gnosis" is often understood as secret knowledge in quite a
concrete sense, as a set of facts that are unknown to the majority. It is important to
note, ho\Mever, that mystical knowledge does not necessarily provide actual new
thoughts but rather illuminates old ones as well as unveils causalities between
them. Grace - as the causa fficiens of the mystical experience is often named enlightens the ascetic by opening up for him the ways and functions of thoughts
so that he understands the causality of mental phenomena. ln the words of St.

l8

Mingana 1934/Simon, 164b-166b, pp. 284-286 (tr.

t9

Bedjan 1909: 254; cf. Wensinck7923: 170. The section is quite complex in its syntax.

20

Bedjan 1909: 471 ; cf. Wensinck 1923: 316.
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will easily attain to their understanding (sukkalhon), their interdependence and seductiveness, their connections with each other, and how they are bom
Isaac, "he

in order to destroy the soul."2l consequently, a large parl of ascetic-mystical
literature analyses the operations and inner mechanisms of various desires and
attitudes.

The illumination provided by the influence of grace, according to st. Isaac,
light" (nùhra kasya) so that one perceives everything, even the
power of the subtlest mental movements (zatf'ay huiabe qalltne). "And the grace
shows him as if with finger what would have happened to him, if he had not got to
know these."22
means a "hidden

one of the most interesting perspectives opened by mystical illumination
deals with the position of evil in creation, and one's psychological approach to it.
The illuminated one, as mentioned above, sees things as if through their phenomenal level. In the case of evil, however, there seems to be nothing beyond to be
perceived. In other words, evil exists in the phenomena only, and for that reason it
is considered by the mystics to be without substance of its own. "The one whose
eye is pure sees no evrlu,23 states simeon the Graceful. This seems to indicate that
evil is a way of viewing. Consequently, during the process of illumination one
starts to see anger and lust as unnatural, as something which do not belong to

man's real substance: as an alien force that aims to dissipate one flom outside. By
realising this, one becomes capable of viewing passionate men in accordance with

their real substance, as

if

filtering their passions away. Simeon the Graceful

expresses this as follows:
When grace visits us, the light of love of our fellow-men which is shed on the
mirror of our heart is such that we do not see in the world any sinners or evil men;
but when we are under the influence ofthe demons we are so much in the darkness
of wrath that we do not see a single good and upright man in the world.24

One of the most interesting features of mystical knowledge is that its totality and
wholeness do not exclude relativity. The mystics are the first to admit that mysti-

cal experiences, like all experiences, are always subjective and therefore relative.
This results in a paradoxical notion: perfect knowledge also means its own negation. "The one who has penetrated into the mysteries of all spiritual natures and
masters the wisdom concerning all created beings, with all exactness, knows that

2t

Bedjan 1909: 530; cf. Wensinck 1923:356.

22

Bedjan 1909: 530; cf. Wensinck1923:356.

23

Mingana 1934/Simon, 186b, p. 305 (tr.46).

24

Mingana 1934/Simon, 179a, p. 298 (tr. 35).
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he knows nothing."2s This apparently incoherent notion can be understood as a
kind of semantic discharge that opens the grounds of semantic fields and epistemological borders. It basically indicates that each part of reality - in macrocosm,

in microcosm, in mental phenomena - has an immeasurable and endless number
of aspects and dimensions to be known. And this fact must be realised by the
"knower" in the course of his/her illumination.
The relativity of human knowledge is reflected in an illustrative way by St.
Isaac when he connects it with the chronological dimension and eschatological
horizon.
... we shall in the futu¡e come to know and be aware of many things for rvhich our
present understanding will be seen as contrary to what it will be then; and the
whole ordering of things yonder will undo any precise opinion we possess now in
(our) supposition about Truth. For the¡e are many, indeed endless, things which do
not even enter our minds here, not even as promises ofany kind.'"

On the basis of this extremely honest remark, one might even suggest that
mystical knowledge represents a kind of emotional reality rather than a discursive
and epistemological one.
These aspects and examples suffrce to show how the "knowledge" opened up

by mystical experience, according to the East Syrian mystics, is able to colour
one's world view in all possible respects. The one who is mystically illuminated
views everything in a different way, from a changed perspective.

3. FROM ECSTASY TO KNOWLEDGE

Now we may continue to make some further remarks on the relationship between
ecstatic mystical experiences and knowledge. How does the actual transition from
ecstasy to gnosis take place? How does "knowledge" spring forth from ecstasy?
As a preliminary remark it is to be noted that, according to the view prevalent
in East Synan mysticism, the achievement of an ecstatic state or mystical knowledge is not an unattached action but a constituent of an ascetic way of life, a
deeper dimension of the whole existence. The aim of the mystics is not to attain
experiences but to transform one's whole life. For this reason the Syrian mystics
do not have detailed methods for arousing ecstasy, and even their techniques of

meditation are not as detailed as in some other religions. Moreover, any forced
experience is not considered valid. Instead, when an ascetic stays in solitude and

25

Bedjan 1909: 579; cf. Wensinck 1923:387. In the end I have followed the Greek translators'
understanding ofthe syntax. The Syriac would rather read: "knows with all exactness that he
knows nothing."

26

Brock 1995:39:19.
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silence, according to St. Isaac, his thinking gradually arises above the existence.
"For that knowledge (rddñ) does not submit to take the appearances of the things
of the sensible world as its companion."21
However, illumination of the world-view, in all of its modes and colours, is
occasionally presented by the mystics explicitly in intimate relation with an actual
ecstatic experience that takes place as a sudden influence of Grace. Sahdona, for
example, makes an explicit connection between ecstatic experience and mystical

knowledge when he outlines an experience

of his ideal selt the subject2s of

spiritual exercises: "And he meditates in wondrous ecstasy (rane b"-tahra f mlha)
on the Glory of God, and he examines wondrously the great depth of his secret
wisdom, and he is stunned (tømeh) marvellously by the riches poured out by His
Goodness."29

Krowledge is also presented explicitly as a consequence or an ecstatic expe-

rience. According to (Abdi5o'the seer, prolonged ecstasy introduces to the soul
spiritual contemplation (ta'orya ruhanîtã) concerning the vision (h"zata) and
intuitions (sukkale) of the past and future worlds,30 operating with secrets of the
future (gestd Í-raze dq-,tldqtq).

In outlining the actual ways from ecstasy to gnosis we need to differentiate
two basic modes of this process. Firstly, there is an indirect, static way through
which consciousness is opened up and widened as a result of ecstasy or a mystical
experience. This may result, for example, in a deeper understanding of causalities
beyond the phenomena. Secondly, there are cases of the actual transmission of
(entities of) knowledge as "intuitive movements" in the psyche.
Any variety of ecstatic experience, as a way of experiencing that surpasses
everyday experience, is by its mere existence capable of expanding one,s manner
of sensing, and this somewhat automatically broadens his world-view. ln other
words, after having tasted drunkenness, the sober state no longer feels the same.
In this sense any one who has experienced ecstasy has attained "knowledge". It is
as if an ecstatic mystical experience opens up nerv ducts in the human mind. It

also creates facilities with the cognitive use of which the understanding may
function in a new way.
As for the actual process oftransition, it is essential to note that there are cognitive aspects present in the mystical experience itself. These are largely due to
the subject's own preconditioned expectations and interpretations, and they enable
the transition from ecstasy to gnosis to take place smoothly and unintemrptedly in
27

Bedjan 1909:49; Wensinck 1923:35.

28

For the ideal selfand the subject ofmystical discourse, see Seppälä 2003: 183-184.

29

Sahdona 1960:3:151.

30

<Lio-o r(!ru L

r(-r¡-s- \rcr:::r-= r(lr-.-rsor

Mingana 1934/.Abdiõo(, 144b,p.263 (rr. 150).
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mental reality. The preconditioned cognitive elements, however, are not able to
present actual new knowledge, but the old knowledge may be activated and
vitalised through them.
Mystical knowledge, gnosis, as we have seen, is basically quite a static phenomenon. However, the appearance of (mystical) knowledge takes place not only

by an equivocal opening up of one's perspective as a consequence of an ecstatic
experience, but also as more definitive "units" appearing during the experience as
a part (or mode) of it. Such a single "entity of gaosis" is called sukkalq by East
Syrian mystics; it is a terminological peculiarity which basically means "understanding" but which in most contexts indicates something transmitted from above
during the mystical experience. The nature of the concept is characteristically
shown by its frequent use in the plural (sukkale), signifying acts ofunderstanding,
the most functional translation often being "intuitions".3t Sukkal¿ are like intuitive
flashes that appear in the soul, illuminating it and opening up new considerations
and scenes.

According to 'Abdi5o' the Seer, the immaterial impulses during prayer are
inward spiritual knowledge hidden in the nature of creation, "ecstatic intuitions"
(sukkdlë fhtrQ of the incorporeal, and the sight of divine providence.32 The
ecstatic aspect of these intuitions is expressed by 'Abdiðo' in his remark that the
"ecstatic wonder of the Wisdom of God" makes the intuitions (sukkalë) of the
judgement and providence of God shine in the soul.33 Likewise, according to St.
Isaac of Nineveh, the soul is intoxicated by the sweet taste of mystical experience

through these intuitio ns (sukkalë).34
How then do Td6tã and sukkolë differ? I would illustrate the relationship
between them with an analogy adopted from quantum physics: \dótd, (myslical)
knowledge, is like waves, sukkale like particles, but the subject remains the same
(i.e. quanta), only the perspective and the method of apprehension are altered.
Accordingly, in some cases gnosis might also be defined as a static version of
what ecstasy represents as a dynamic incident and emotional peak. This implies
that a "gnostic" way of viewing the world is preconditioned by the mind so that

3l

The term has been translated as 'intellections' (Beulay 1978), 'Einsicht' (Bunge), 'understanding' (Wensinck 1923), 'ecstatic understanding' (Mingana 1934) and 'intuition' (Teule).
.Abdi5o. the Seer uses the plural sukkãlë ('intuitions') in the same way as Isaac of Nineveh.
In my Finnish translation of Isaac's works I have produced an apt equivalent for sukkãlõ
fiom a slightly poetical expression ymmärryksen säteet, 'rays of understanding', which
expresses well the supematural, given the rather definite character of these intuitivc

32
33
34

understandings.

Mingana 1934/'Abdiðo', 154b, p. 273 @. 16/),275 (t. 167).
Mingana 1934/'Abdi5o', 148a, p. 266 (tr. 154). Mingana translates as 'Ecstasy in the Wisdom of God ' (tahra d-hekmteh d-allaha) .
Be-djan 1909: 6-7; Wensinck 1923:4.
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the aspects of gnosis are in one way or another present during the ecstatic
expenence.

4. CONCLUSION

In the texts of East syrian mystics, "knowledge" is a mystical concept that basically refers to the understanding of the ultimate reality present in (or beyond)
all
possible aspects of the visible and invisible cosmos. As it may also
refer to any
actual case of such knowing, its usages are extremely varied. This kind of knowledge is reached in the mystical process of illumination by participation
rather
than discursive learning. The knowredge in question is often opened for the
consciousness by particular ecstatic experiences. The various aspects ofmystical

knowledge have been described in East Syrian mystical literature from various
viewpoints, yet with no real disparity in the basic understanding of the concept
itself. These aspects have been discussed in great detail with psychological
insights by St. Isaac of Nineveh, more systematically by Simeon the Graceful, and

rather poetically by Joh¡ of Dalyatha, an outstanding author whose discourse
stands comparison with any mystical author from any era. In the following quotation, spoken by him to God about an illuminated one, he shows in a beautiful way
how the mind enlightened by knowledge may function when viewing the world
and everything in it:
when he is eating, in his food he sees you; when he is drinking, in his drink you
are sparkling; when he ìs crying, in his tears you are shining. Everywhere he
looks, there he sees You.J)
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